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Beyond Security 'Countermeasures'.

Introduction of implementation technology of
“cryptographic key (x1) knowledge split” and “dual control”
- Technology required by PCI DSS v1.2.1 Feature: Probability of success of unauthorized user privilege takeover = 1/2256
METEORA SYSTEM Co., Ltd. (Isehara City, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan; President: Eiji Watanabe) has
been conducting research in information theory and developing implementation technologies since the
1970s. One of our intellectual properties, the non-commutative algorithm, is introduced here. This
technology can create nets that neutralize viruses (ransomware), signature chains for payments and
signature chains for blocks. In the future, we will seek to provide our technology to companies developing
zero-trust solutions. We look forward to hearing from you about partnership opportunities.
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1．Introduction
The non-commutative algorithm inevitably takes us back to 1976. The RSA cipher was born as a
commutative algorithm because of a series of important events that occurred around that time. We
understand that post-quantum cryptography is ultimately about methodologies to escape from commutative
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algorithms. Because it is a departure from the commutative algorithm, the non-commutative algorithm is
not compatible with the RSA public key, nor is it independent of the application. There are two initiatives
in the methodology: one is a standardization round initiated by NIST. The other is our discovery of the
existence of one-way functions inherent in non-commutative algorithms. Conversely, the one-way function
in post-quantum cryptography is a non-commutative algorithm. This paper will examine this issue in the
following sections.

2．Back in the 1970s
1976 was the year Di e-Hellman-Marcle gave the solution to the key distribution problem. In fact, many
people believe that the problem has already been solved. However, the reality is that the NIST initiative is
moving away from RSA-type public keys in anticipation of the quantum computer era. This is an indication
that key distribution is still a vexing problem. In and around 1976, the following events related to
cryptography took place:
1969: Birth of ARPANet. DES subsequently became the standard. With this, the key distribution problem
emerged.
1975: Di e announced the concept of asymmetric keys.
1976: The Di e-Hellman-Marcle protocol was established.
1977: It was RSA (Livest, Shamir and Aldman) that realized the concept of asymmetric keys.
1982: INTERNet was born.

3．The Key Distribution Dilemma
In the 1970s, banks used special couriers to deliver keys. The key deliverer traveled around the world with
a briefcase, delivering keys directly to the intended recipients of the message, ensuring that there were
enough candidates for DES keys. However, the cost of delivery ballooned and became a business
nightmare for the bank. The parties involved were faced with a key delivery dilemma: Secure delivery of
the keys was all that was needed to make the cipher usable. Ensuring that the key is not seen by others is
easy: Alice (the sender) delivers the key in ciphertext to Bob (the receiver) over the network, and that's it.
So how do you deliver the key for the cipher? This is the key distribution dilemma.
Before 1976, the key distribution problem seemed logically unsolvable, but Di e was encouraged by the
following real-world scenario and conceived of the asymmetric key (summer 1975): the secret can be
delivered securely without key delivery, by putting the secret in a bag and double locking it The scenario
was: "I'm going to go to the airport, and I'm going to go to the airport.

Fig. 1: A bag with two locks
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4．Realistic scenario for key distribution
Prepare a bag with two locks. Denote the locks by the function form K(), where K1() and K2() are the locks:
Alice has key K1 and Bob has key K2, respectively. Note that neither key is a common key. The secret x1
is placed in the bag.
Reading the above gures a) ~ e), we see that Alice has delivered the secret x1 to Bob without being seen.
Let P denote this doubly-keyed ciphertext, P = K2(K1(x1)). On the other hand, we can send the secret x1
from Bob to Alice in the opposite direction: let Q denote the ciphertext, Q = K1(K2(x1)). Make the
di erence between P and Q:
K2(K1(x1)) - K1(K2(x1)) = x1 - x1= 0 → P - Q=0 ------------(1)
The di erence is zero: formally, the functions K1() and K2() in (1) are commutative: the two locks of the
bag are commutative with each other. Since the lock of the bag is commutative, we can say that the
delivery of secret x1 is now possible.

5．Another commutative scenario
In 1976 Hellman discovered another scenario: if Alice and Bob agree on the values of Q and P, the
exogenous variables of the one-way function QX(mod P) (it does not matter if they talk loudly), they share
the secret whether they start with Alice or Bob: X is the key material.

Fig. 2: Di e-Hellman-Marcle
The scheme in Fig. 2 shows that s2 - s1 = 0 if the exchanged random numbers α and β are of type
QX(mod P).
s2 = Q(X2)X1 (mod P):

Q(X1) Q(X2)
s2 - s1= 0

s1 =

Q(X2)X2

(mod P):

Q(X2) Q(X1)

The above is not a delivery of secret X: the arithmetic formulas QX1(mod P) and QX2(mod P) are devised to
make the one-way functions commutative.
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6．Starting point for non-commutative Algorithm
- Bag with two DES

Because of the realistic scenario (1), it was thought that the key delivery problem would be solved if the
locks were DES and the same procedure was followed. However, there was a reason why this was not the
case. Put on the socks and then the shoes, take o the shoes and then the socks. This is the "rule of
reverse order": if you want to take o your socks, you must rst take o your shoes, and if you have
double-locked your "bag" with two DESs, you must also unlock it according to the "rule of reverse order".
Otherwise, the lock will not come o .
- Veri cation of “reverse order rules”

Consider the case where a "bag" equipped with two DES is doubly keyed with keys K1 and K2. There are
two ways to lock the door. First, Alice puts secret x1 in her bag and locks it with K1:

Fig. 3: Alice hangs key K1 rst.

In this method, Alice is the sender, puts the secret x1 in a "bag" and sends it to Bob with the key K1, and

Fig. 4: Bob hangs key K2 rst.
the receiver Bob sends it back to Alice with the key K2. Denote the double-keyed cipher by the probability
variable P:
P = K2(K1(x1)) -----------(2)
However, Alice cannot remove the key K1 because the "reverse order rule" prevents her from doing so.
Note: Secret x1 is not in Alice's possession because she has secret x1 in her bag. The alternative is for Bob
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to rst multiply secret x1 by key K2 and send it to Alice, who will then multiply the cipher by key K1 and
send back to Bob the following (3).
Denote a doubly locked cipher by the random variable Q:
Q = K1(K2(x1)) -----------(3)
Bob cannot remove the key K2 because the "reverse order rule" prevents him from doing so. Note: Secret
x1 is not in Bob's possession because he has secret x1 in his bag.

7．Entropy constant
There is no decryption key in either equation (2) or equation (3). That is, the secret x1 is not reproduced,
interrupted by the reverse order rule. This situation is manifested in the fact that the di erence between P
and Q is not zero:
K2(K1(x1)) - K1(K2(x1))

0→P-Q

0 -------(4)

If keys K1 and K2 are asymmetric RSA keys:
K2(K1(x1)) - K1(K2(x1)) = x1- x1 = 0 → P - Q = 0----(5)
The result is the same as (1), which reproduces the secret x1. (4) and (5) are mutually exclusive.
The di erence between P and Q is called the "entropy constant. Entropy constant zero is the prototype
of the non-commutative algorithm. It may be di cult to imagine a key system with a non-commutative
algorithm, but think of an asymmetric key that is inseparable from the business to which it is applied. In
fact, the NIST standardization round does not separate the PQC standard candidates from the application:
PQC is discussed for each application The KEMs or The Signatures.
With this background, the beauty of the RSA key system is that it is commutative: the key system is
independent of the application. In fact, RSA proposed to NIST that key lengths be in the tens of thousands
of bits. This way, we can expect quantum tolerance while still being a commutative algorithm (this detail is
not further described in this paper).

8．One-way function with backdoor
- Random walk
The probability variable P(2) represents a cipher with a double DES/AES key: the probability variable Q(3)
is similar. The di erence {P - Q}(4) is also a random variable and also represents a cipher. Now, a point in
the AES keyspace is represented by the random variable Y: because AES is a block cipher:
P - Q = Y(x1)

0 ------------(6)
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A value of Y that can be written as above exists somewhere in the keyspace. where Y is the AES key, and
Y(x1) is the cipher that multiplies secret x1 by key Y. The data for this key Y does not exist. Since the key Y
takes "a random walk" through the keyspace, we will look at this point carefully: on the probability variable
P(2):
P = K2(K1(x1)) = Y1(x1) -----------(2)”
The value of Y1, which can be written as above, exists somewhere in the keyspace. There is no decryption
key because the data for this key Y1 does not exist either. For the random variable Q(3) as well:
Q = K1(K2(x1)) = Y2(x1) -----------(3)”
The value of Y2 that can be written as above is somewhere in the keyspace. There is no decryption key
because the data of this key Y2 does not exist either.
Eventually, keys Y1, Y2, and Y that exist somewhere in the keyspace will "a random walk" through the DES/
AES keyspace. Therefore, it is impossible to determine the data of keys Y1, Y2 and Y. Y1() and Y2() are oneway functions in this sense. However, the secret x1 is not reproduced due to the reverse order rule, while
reversing the arrows in Figs. 3 and 4 will reproduce the secret x1 at the sender. With this in mind, Y1() and
Y2() are one-way functions with backdoors.
- Evolve Rivest's thought process into a consensus process
In April 1977, Rivest was puzzled by the question he had been pondering for weeks: "Can asymmetric keys
really be created? Is there, or will there ever be, a one-way function with such a back door that can be
exploited only when the receiver Bob has special information? ........
Rivest's thought process starts with the receiver. From this point of view, looking at the prototype (4) of the
non-commutative algorithm, it does not succeed in reproducing the secret x1, because it is disturbed by
the reverse order rule. Note that in the prototype (4), the recipient can be either Bob or Alice. Both
recipients receive the random variable P(2) or the random variable Q(3), not the secret x1. As far as this is
concerned, Y1() and Y2() are one-way functions. In that sense, the functions Y1() and Y2() in (2)" and (3)" are
candidates for one-way functions. On the other hand, the reverse route of (2)" and (3)" (with the arrows in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 pointing in opposite directions) is also represented by the function forms Y1-1() and Y2-1().
Input the codes P and Q each to Y1-1() and Y2-1() and see the reproduction of the secret x1 on the output
side:
x1 = Y1-1(P)
------------(7)
x1 =

Y2-1(Q)

Rivest says that only if the receiver has special information, so codes P and Q would be special
information: Alice could have code P and Bob could have code Q, each with special information. Then, if
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they agree, they can use the one-way function backdoor, and no one but Alice and Bob can use it. This
protocol must constitute a healthy "safe zone.

9．Integrity and soundness of non-commutative algorithms
As a result of the post-quantum cryptography subject matter, we had to go back to around 1976, when RSA
was born. The purpose is to derive commutative and non-commutative algorithms. The topic at that time
was the key distribution scenario. From this chapter, we start to talk about implementing the one-way
function candidates Y1() and Y2().
- Bijective one-way function
First, de ne the bijective, one-way functions <Y1, Y2 > and inverse functions <Y1-1, Y2-1> according to the
notation of the prior art (Appendix 1) as follows.
[Math 4]
P = Y1(x1)
Q = Y2(x1)
We denote [Math 4] as <Y1, Y2>. [Math 4] is equivalent to (2)" and (3)". It is sometimes referred to as a
knowledge partitioning program (Appendix 2). The inverse calculations are denoted as Y1-1() and Y2-1(). On
the other hand, the program in which the computed values Y1-1(P) and Y2-1(Q) collide with the key data x1
is represented by [Math 5]:
[Math 5]
Y1-1(P) = Y2-1(Q)
[Math 5] represents a program that collides with secret x1: it is an expression that attempts to represent a
one-way function <Y1, Y2> backdoor that can be exploited only when the receiver has special information
<P, Q>. Using arbitrary random numbers p and q instead of the input codes <P, Q> in this [Math 5], a
program that searches for collisions between Y1-1(p) and Y2-1(q) is represented by [Math 6]:
[Math 6]
Y1-1(p) = Y2-1(q)
[Math 6] represents a program that searches for collisions in [Math 5]: Here, the random number p is xed
and the random number q is swept out. Thus, the collision search formula [Math 6] is subject to the same
arguments as for the second primitive attack on hash functions. We denote such a collision search program
as <Y1-1, Y2-1>. In human real time, the collision search program [Math 6] satis es the following [Math 6]* :
[Math 6]*
Y1-1(p) Y2-1(q)

fi
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The [Math 6] makes it di cult to nd secret x1 or to attack it. If the random numbers p and q are each 256
bits, the probability of a function value collision = 1/2256. Since it is bijective, the result of the collision
search has a negligible probability = 1/2256. This guarantees that [Math 4] is a one-way function. Note: It is
not necessary that every one of the functions Y1() and Y2() be a one-way function. For the code <P, Q> in
[Math 4], the overwhelming probability = 1, which leads to [Math 7]:
[Math 7]
Y1-1(P) = Y2-1(Q) = x1
[Math 7] responds to Rivest's thoughts. The prior art (Appendix) names [Math 5] to [Math 7] as probability
formulas.
- Illustration

Fig. 5: One-way functions derived from non-commutative
algorithms

Fig. 5 shows a one-way function trapped in a server. We have already completed this as a demo and are
ready to demonstrate and accept loaners. It has an implementation feature: it is stateless. This is
unmatched by any other product. Two usage examples are shown below.

10．Usage example 1
It is a login technique based on [Math 4] and [Math 5]. It has the following features: 1) it does not require
registration of personal information; 2) there is no password le in the net; 3) the codes <P, Q> are
independent of each other, so we can create a net that guarantees real separation of duties; 4) viruses
(ransomware) cannot take away user privileges: ransomware is not a Neutralized. These are the above four
points.
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11．Usage example 2
The sender's secret x1 is erased, while the secret x1 is recreated if two people agree, allowing for key
management. For example, the private key data of a public key can be converted to a separation of duties
code <P, Q> to realize a network that does not implement key data. It also realizes digital currency as a
"wallet network service" (not a nancial instrument). The original blockchain could not provide that
scalability and payment nality, but this obstacle is removed.
12．How to use these one-way functions
- For usage example 1
Fig. 4, places the one-way function derived from the non-commutative algorithm in the server function. To
illustrate the relationship with the key distribution scenario (Fig. 3, Fig. 4), the secret x1, the duty
separation codes <P, Q> and the functions <Y1, Y2> and <Y1-1, Y2-1> are implemented in one server.

Fig. 6: Split knowledge of accounts (decentralized account)

Fig. 6 highlights the network of usage example 1. Random numbers r1 and r2 are thrown into the server
from both sides: (1) → (2) → (3). Secret x1 enters [Math 4] <Y1, Y2> and generates accounts <P, Q>.
Distribute the accounts <P, Q> on both sides. Protocols (1) through (5) have no password les anywhere.
Instead, accounts are generated as codes <P, Q> and distributed on both sides. No virus can take away user
privileges. Readers can see this demo on a smartphone with a dedicated app installed, and on their current
PC. [Math 5] works instead of [Math 4] when logging in. The details can be seen at a glance in the demo,
so I will omit them.
- For usage example 2
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Satoshi Nakamoto's blockchain cannot satisfy both Scalability and Payment Finality, because the PoW
derived from Adam Back's Hashcah is in the way. PoW is not a purpose, but a means to implement
Satoshi's de nition of a "distributed timestamp server. The alternative must be an information-theory-based
algorithm (there are many other alternatives, but they are all just business models).
There are information-theory-based algorithms that enable distributed timestamp servers. These are the
knowledge partitioning and collision search programs from [Math 4] to [Math 7]. Let us assume that the
secret key x1 is reproduced and the block is signed by [Math 7] and the separation of duties code <P, Q>:
The separation of duties code <P, Q> corresponds to the signature key. This has been named the
multivariable signature method. In contrast, the NIST standard signature is called the one-variable
signature method. Forging this multivariable signature method requires hijacking the consensus process.
Extremely di cult: the probability of success is the collision probability of [Math 7] = 1/2256. This will sign
the block, and a "distributed timestamp server" will be realized below.

Probability computation = 1/2256, which is the source of the information entropy alternative to Hash. This
information entropy represents the probability of hijacking a multivariate signature method. The "Sign"
arrow represents the signature data for the entire block. In line with the above, an alternative informationtheoretic scheme to Adam Back's Hashcah-derived PoW is as follows:

Note that the public key is embedded above, but the corresponding private key data is not implemented
anywhere. Details of this "distributed timestamp server" and our vision of a "multi-variable digital currency"
are described in detail on our website (https://www.meteora.co.jp/index.html).

13．Ending the Era of Cyber Terrorism
Today's Internet is supported by TCP/IP, which originated with the "Internetwork Transmission Control
Program" in 1974, along with the operating system. Since the publication of "internetwork RFC 675",
nothing has changed in the way the Internet works, and the massive cyber-terrorism incident on February
21, 2000 (the Yahoo! Incident) encouraged the terrorists. This means that the same tactics can be used
over and over again. Without any declaration of war, the number of cyber-terrorism incidents continues to
grow. This paper does not change how the Internet works, and the Net is still ZERO TRUST. But it
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neutralizes the activities of viruses on the premises, at least giving terrorists the message that ransomware
is not pro table, and contributes to "ending the age of cyber-terrorism.
In fact, we have the technology to "end the age of cyber terrorism. We have named the technology
"Advanced TCP/IP. Like the noncommutative algorithm, this is an information theory-based technology.
For example, a DDoS attack can be carried out by terrorists on their own, paralyzing the servers they
choose to target. However, when the Internet mechanism is changed to "Advanced TCP/IP," the attacker's
device that throws the SYN+SENT packet is paralyzed. The Internet is upgraded to the CLEANNET.
14．Appendix
- Patent informations
This paper is written using quotations and edited descriptions from our patent speci cations. Detailed
information, including patent numbers, will be disclosed in the course of speci c discussions based on
NDA.
- Split knowledge program

After in ltrating the LAN, the ransomware usually takes the password le, hijacks the registered user's job
privileges, and accesses the DB. This behavior is neutralized by Fig. 5, " Split Account Knowledge": This
account knowledge splitting is an invention of our company's representatives. The invention has prior art,
which is the patent described in Appendix 1. The concept of knowledge partitioning refers to the
knowledge partitioning and dual control requirements of PCI DSS v1.2.1, 3.6.6. The Payment Card
Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC), an industry group, called for such risk management by
splitting the operational key into two keys, which, when aligned, would restore the key's functionality. The
following is a list of the most common problems with the system;
・PCI DSS v1.2.1 Requirements 3.6.6 “Split knowledge and establishment of dual control of cryptographic
keys”
・Testing Procedures v1.2.1 “ Verify that key management procedures are implemented to require split
knowledge and dual control of keys”
However, the IT industry did not know how to implement it, so the PCI SSC made a compromise: it
decided to use "Compensating Controls" if it determined that risk analysis had been performed and
measures had been taken, even if they were not as described in the requirements. This is a consideration
that a company is considered to be PCI DSS compliant with "PCI DSS. However, the implementation of
v1.2.1 requirement 3.6.6 was eventually abandoned and revised to v2.0 (October 2010).
15．Inquiries about this release
METEORA SYSTEM Co., Ltd
https://www.meteora-system.com
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